Writing For Pleasure principle in focus

Every child a writer

Description of the principle
In the writing workshop, effective writing teachers hold high achievement expectations for all writers. They see all children as writers and, from the first, teach strategies that lead to greater independence and ensure all children remain part of the writing community. They make the purposes and audiences for writing clear to children for both their class and personal writing projects. They teach what writing can do. They also model and promote the social aspects of writing and peer support in their classrooms.

What Writing For Pleasure teachers do
- These teachers hold high achievement expectations for all their writers.
- All children feel like independent writers who are achieving their writing goals with regularity. They are praised for the goals they achieve.
- They ensure that all their writers remain part of the writing community.

Questions to consider
- Do you articulate that every child can write authentically, that all children belong in the community, all children can achieve and that all members have something worthwhile to say?
- Are you unlikely to confine less experienced writers to decontextualized writing exercises or tasks but rather support these writers through group teaching or by allowing them to work collaboratively with a peer?
- Do you have high expectation for both class and personal writing projects?
- Do you have high expectations for student attainment during their lesson(s)?
- Do you have a good understanding of the learning needs of all children?
- Do you support children’s efforts and writing through your manner, comments and actions?

Why not share an example of your own writing practice? Visit: writing4pleasure.com
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